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It’s probably a fair assumption to say that most 
investors are happy 2022 is in the books. After 
enjoying the longest bull market in history, from 
after the financial crisis in 2009 to the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the bear finally 
officially rose from its slumber and dominated 
Wall Street.There’s no sugar-coating the fact 
that if you had money invested in the financial 
markets in 2022 it was an unpleasant year, 
perhaps even one of the worst you will 
experience as an investor. 2022’s equity market 
loss was the 7th worst loss since the 1920s and 
the bond market also had one of its worst years 
in history. It was the worst year since 2008 for all 
three major indexes. Fortunately, as a new year 
begins, all that matters is what happens from 
here, not what happened in the past. 

Although the yearly results were discouraging, 
the fourth quarter of 2022, despite its volatility 
and uncertainty, brought slight improvements in 
the U.S. equity markets. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) closed out at 
33,147.25, ending the year down 8.8%. 
Similarly, the S&P 500, closed at 3,839.50 to 
close out the year down 19.4% (cnbc.com 
12/29/22).

During 2022, inflation, rising interest rates, 
slowing economic growth, the weakening of 
fiscal and monetary stimulus - all packed a 
bearpaw-sized punch to investor’s portfolios. 
Recession fears also played a key role in the 
direction of the market. All these major factors 
allowed volatility to prevail and investors rode a 
steady downward trend throughout the year. 
2022 was a solid practice in emotional 
resiliance and trust in the long-term perspective 
of investing. 

On a positive front, the Fed’s efforts to slow 
down the rate of inflation finally began to show 
quantifiable results. The U.S. annual inflation 
rate experienced a slowing down and was 7.1% 
for the 12-months ending November 2022.  

As we look toward a new year, multiple factors 
remain key issues for the direction of equity 
markets, most particularly, the continuation of 
rising interest rates, and speculation of if, how

Inflation & Interest Rates
In 2022, Americans saw seven federal interest rate increases, 
ending the historically low interest  rates that were enjoyed since 
the “Great Recession” from 2007-2009. In their efforts to use 
interest rate increases to lower inflation, the Fed raised interest 
rates twice in the fourth quarter of 2022. In November, rates 
increased 0.75% for a target rate range of 3.75 – 4.00%. Then, as 
planned, the Fed again raised rates at the December meeting. 
However, because inflation started to show potential signs of 
slowing down in the months prior, the Fed raised it by only 50 basis 
points, for a target rate range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 
4.25% total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward cycle of 
interest rates in history.

The labor market remains a key factor in how the Fed will adjust its 
attack on inflation and when and how fast it will change policy. Job 
growth remained strong in November, keeping the unemployment 
rate at 3.7%. At their December FOMC meeting, the Fed predicted 
a rise in the unemployment rate, looking at 4.6% by the end of 
2023. Later in the month of December the unemployment rate 
actually moved to 3.5% (Bureau of Labor statistics).

Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that in 2023 we may not see 
as sharp of increases as this year, when rates were quickly 
increased to jump start the Fed’s key weapon to fight inflation. It is 
likely that at the Fed’s first meeting on February 1, 2023, they will 
continue to raise rates, but potentially by a smaller percentage 
point than we have seen in the past several rate changes. 
Regardless of how the Feds adjust their tactics, it is expected that 
they will continue to be in a tightening approach toward inflation 
until they see a weakening in the labor market.

“It’s very premature in my view to think about or be talking about 
pausing our rate hikes,” said Powell at the November press 
conference following the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At their December meeting, the FOMC shared 
their economic projections that pointed to a possible interest rate 
range of 4.75 – 5.75% in 2023. "It's not as important how fast we 
go," he stated, "Our focus right now is really on moving our policy 
stance to one that is restrictive enough to ensure a return of 
inflation to our 2% goal over time," Powell said (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

Results for U.S. inflation peaked in the fourth quarter and both 
headline and core Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings 
showed significant year-over-year declines to close out the year. 
The annual U.S. inflation rate for the 12-month period ending 
November 2022 was 7.1%, down 2% from June’s 12-month 
period high of 9.1%. This denoted progress in the Fed’s fight to 
slow the rate of inflation down (usinflationcalculator.com).

This was the data investors had long been waiting for and they 
expressed their approval by sparking quick, but short-lived 
equity market relief rallies. This initial descent from the inflation 
summit can be encouraging, but it takes more than one data 
point to make a trend. We will monitor inflation numbers as the 
2023 data becomes available.

The Fed is watching other key economic indicators in addition to 
unemployment rates, including personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), and consumer price index (CPI). "The 
inflation data received so far in October and November show a 
welcome reduction in the pace of price increases, but it will take 

substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a 
sustained downward path," Powell said at the December FOMC 
meeting (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

We will keep a vigilant eye on the federal interest rate 
movements and inflation. When rates will stagnate and for how 
long they will remain there is yet to be seen. Due to the 
continued rise of interest rates, we continue to suggest that, if 
you haven’t already done so, please take a look at these key 
areas of your financial situation:

• The cost of borrowing is up, therefore:
 proactively pay off all non-essential interest-bearing debt.
 maintain liquidity for short-term purchases.

• If you have a mortgage, review your rates with us.   
   Mortgages rates have hit a two-decade high, reaching 
   above 7%. While home prices are still robust, this sharp 
   rate increase is bringing down home prices.
• If you have bonds in your portfolio, understand their duration.
• Review all income-producing investments.

As your financial professional, we are committed to 
keeping a vigilant eye on all aspects of financial planning 
that may affect you, including interest rates and inflation. 
If you are concerned about how these may affect your 
portfolio, please contact us to discuss any strategies that 
may help combat the effect on your personal situation.

20-year notes yielded 4.14%, and 30-year notes reached 3.97%. 
The 1-year treasury rate reached 4.73% on December 30 after a 
fourth quarter high of 4.80% on November 7 (ycharts.com).

Investing in bonds can help diversify your portfolio. Bonds can be 
a good option for a conservative, balanced portfolio, as they are 
typically considered more stable than stocks. However, bond 
investing, particularly when considering individual bonds, can be 
tricky. The window of opportunity to get lower-risk, higher yielding 
bonds could be short-live if the Fed’s feel the need to cut rates to 
prevent a recession. As we have already shared, bond prices and 
interest rates move in the opposite direction. Should the Fed 
decide to do a reversal and cut rates, the opportunity for this 
strategy could expire.

Also, please remember, while diversification in your portfolio can 
help you reach your goals, it does not ensure a profit or guarantee 
against loss. If you’d like to explore how bonds could fit into your 
retirement income strategy, please contact us so we can help you 
make the best decision for your portfolio.

We will continue to monitor how the Fed’s movements and 
rising interest rates are affecting bond yields.

Some economists believe the U.S. will narrowly avoid a 
recession as core PCE inflation slows from 5% now to 3% and 
we will continue to see a reasonable unemployment rate in late 
2023 (goldmansachs.com 11/16/22).

Even with the possibility of a recession on the horizon, the 
Feds still stand by their goal of a 2% inflation target. Chair 
Jerome Powell stated, “the largest amount of pain, the worst 
pain, would come from a failure to raise rates high enough and 
from us allowing inflation to become entrenched" (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

As the Feds keep tightening monetary policy, consumers may 
need to continue to tighten their budgets. From food, fuel, 
energy, and everything in between, Americans are paying 
more for just about everything. Refocusing and revamping 
your budget now could provide direction and clarity on where 
your money is going, what is a necessary expense, and what 
is discretionary in this new year. 

The bear market is expected to continue at least into the 
first part of 2023. Bear markets are a very normal and 
reoccurring part of the investment experience.  How long 
this bear market will last is yet to be seen. While no one 
can predict its end, history shows that the average bear 
market since the modern S&P 500’s inception in the 
1920s lasted an average of 19 months (cnb.com; 
6/13/21).

While we can all try to foresee the future, no one can 
predict the length or severity of any recession. Our goal 
as your financial professional is to not try to predict 
the future but provide you with a solid financial plan 
that is designed to best weather any market 
environment. However, while past performance is not a 
guarantee of current or future results, history shows us 
that returns from equities after a recession have been 
fruitful. 

Some key areas we are watching for 2023 include:
• Inflation rates
• Continued rising interest rates
• Economic growth rate
• Tightening of monetary policy

Although these areas are at the forefront, we must also look 
at other ongoing global concerns, including:
• The Russian-Ukraine war is still very active, with no         
   end in sight. 
• China’s “re-opening” after their strict “zero- COVID” policy 
   was lifted is off to a slow start.
• Slow global growth. Some analysts suggest that global 
   growth will only be at 1.7% in 2023, down from the 
   approximately 6% growth rate in 2021 and 3.2% growth
   rate in 2022 (Barclays Q1 2023 Global Outlook).

The Fed’s goal is to achieve a “soft landing” but balancing 
the fine line of avoiding a recession yet slowing growth 
enough to put the brakes in inflation is a daunting battle it 
will continue to wage into 2023. What does this mean for 
investors? Continued uncertainty and volatility.

We stand by the mantra of “proceed with caution”. Patience 
will indeed be a virtue as the current financial markets we 
are experiencing will continue to be challenging. Two words 
should resonate with wise investors during these times: 
long term. Investing in equities should be viewed as a 
long-term commitment. Historically, investors who chose 
to ride out bear markets were rewarded for their patience 
with healthy returns. 

Our goal as the steward of your wealth is to help you 
through challenging times like these. We always attempt to 
help you create a well-crafted plan customized for your 
unique situation and goals that takes into consideration how 
you will react to the markets ups and downs, including your 
time horizon, tax implications, liquidity needs, risk tolerance, 
and your overall personal objectives. We always 
recommend discussing with us any changes, concerns, or 
ideas that you may have prior to making any financial 
decisions so we can help you determine your best strategy. 
There are often other factors to consider, including tax 
ramifications, increased risk, and time horizon changes 
when altering anything in your financial plan. 

Please remember that as a valued client, we are 
accessible to you! 

These are challenging times for investors. Heading 
into this new year, we are grateful for your 
confidence and trust. We will continue to offer first 
class service to our clients, maintain a proactive 
approach to your financial goal, and stay apprised of 
any situations that may affect you. As always, please 
feel free to contact us with any concerns or 
questions you may have. 

We pride ourselves in offering:

• Individualized advice tailored to your specific needs
  and goals.
•  Consistent and meaningful communication throughout 
    the year.
•  A schedule of regular client meetings.
•  Continuing education for all our team members on issues  
   that may affect you.
•  Proactive planning to navigate the changing environment.

Remember, a skilled financial professional can help 
make your financial journey easier. Our goal is to 
understand your needs and create an optimal plan to 
address them. 

 long, and how deep of a recession the U.S. and 
global economy could see in 2023 and beyond. 
Uncertainty remains and wise investors should have 
a sufficiently diversified portfolio that looks for 
balance in times of volatility. This is a key time to 
practice patience and to remain focused on your 
personal long-term goals.

As we close out what was undoubtedly a rough year for 
equity markets, investors are bracing for another 
potentially rocky year. As your financial professional, we 
are committed to keeping you apprised of any changes 
and activity that could directly affect you and your unique 
situation.

The Bond Market &
Treasury Yields

Simply put, bonds had a terrible year as the bond market had 
one of its worst years in history.  The total return of the 
Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Market Index (which dates back 
to 1976) of -13% in 2022 was far and away the worst loss ever 
for this total bond market index. For those with S&P U.S. 
Treasury Bonds, the return was -10.7% in 2022 (cnn.com, 
12/30/22).

Bond prices and bond yields are inversely related. When 
prices go down, yields go up. Now that rates have risen, 
Treasury yields in this environment can be a viable asset 
class for a diversified portfolio. As of December 30, 2022, 
5-year notes yielded 3.99%, 10-year notes yielded 3.88%, 

Investor’s Outlook
News of a recession remains front and center. Many analysts 
fear the Fed’s hawkish moves to fight inflation at the expense of 
economic growth is driving the U.S. into an inevitable recession. 
However, at the December FOMC meeting, the Fed projected an 
economic growth of 0.5% in 2023. Although very modest, it is still 
positive growth (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

“Two-in-three economists are forecasting a recession in 2023, 
yet corporate earnings estimates haven’t come down to reflect 
that,” noted Greg McBride, CFA at Bankrate. He continued, “If the 
economy continues to slow and quarterly earnings calls in 
January reveal a dour outlook for the year, corporate earnings 
estimates will be marked down and the market could have a 
renewed tumble” (bankrate.com 12/28/22).

Many experts also maintain that the current inverted yield curve 
(short-term rates are higher than some long-term rates) is 
indicative of a recession. However, if, when, and how severe a 
recession should occur in 2023 is all still speculation. 



Year-end Tax Planning for 2022
One of our primary goals is to help our clients try to optimize their tax situations. This report offers many 
suggestions and reviews strategies that can be useful to achieve this goal.

Everyone’s situation is unique but it is wise for every taxpayer to begin their final year-end planning now!  
Choosing the appropriate tactics will depend on your income as well as a number of other personal circumstances. 
As you read through this report it could be helpful to note those strategies that you feel may apply to your situation 
so you can discuss them with your tax preparer. Some items to consider include:

Evaluate the use of itemized deductions versus the standard deduction.

For 2022 tax returns, the standard deduction amounts will increase to $12,950 for individuals and married couples 
filing separately, $19,400 for heads of household, and $25,900 for married couples filing jointly and surviving 
spouses. As a reminder, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act roughly doubled the standard deduction. Its goal was to 
decrease tax payments for many of those who typically claim this standard deduction. Although personal exemption 
deductions are no longer available, the larger standard deduction, combined with lower tax rates and an increased 
child tax credit, could result in less tax. You should consider running the numbers to assess the impact on your 
situation before deciding to take itemized deductions. The TCJA still eliminates or limits many of the previous laws 
concerning itemized deductions. An example is the state and local tax deduction (SALT), which is still currently 
capped at $10,000 per year, or $5,000 for a married taxpayer filing separately.

Consider bunching charitable contributions or using a donor-advised fund.

For those taxpayers who are charitably inclined it makes sense to think about a plan. One way to utilize the tax 
advantages of charitable contributions is through a strategy referred to as “bunching”. Bunching is the consolidation 
of donations and other deductions into targeted years so that in those years, the deduction amount will exceed the 
standard deduction amount. Another strategy is to consider using a donor-advised fund. A donor-advised fund, or 
DAF, is a philanthropic vehicle established at a public charity. It allows donors to make a charitable contribution, 
receive an immediate tax benefit and then recommend grants from the fund over time. Taxpayers can take 
advantage of the charitable deduction when they’re at a higher marginal tax rate while actual payouts from the fund 
can be deferred until later. It can be a win-win situation. If you are charitably inclined and need some guidance, 
please call us and we can assist you.

Review your home equity debt interest.

For mortgages taken out after October 13, 1987, and before December 16, 2017 (i.e., enters into a binding contract 
by that date), mortgage interest is fully deductible up to the first $1,000,000 of mortgage debt incurred to acquire or 
improve a qualified residence. The TCJA lowered the threshold to $750,000 or $375,000 (married filing separately) 
for homes purchased after December 15, 2017, but before January 1, 2026.  All interest paid on any mortgage 
taken out before October 13, 1987, is fully deductible regardless of your mortgage amount (“grandfathered debt”). 
Many mortgage holders refinanced for lower rates or to cash out in the last few years, so remember, to the extent 
debt increases the interest might not be deductible.  Interest on home equity lines of credit (HELOCs)  and cash-out 
refinancing may be deductible as well if the funds were used to improve the home that secures the loan (or if the 
proceeds were invested). Please share with your tax preparer how the proceeds of your home equity loan were 
used. If you used the cash to pay off credit cards or other personal debts, the interest isn’t deductible, but that may 
change when the TCJA sunsets at the end of 2025.

Revisit the use of qualified tuition plans.

Qualified tuition plans, also named 529 plans, are a great way to tax efficiently plan the financial burden of paying 
tuition for children or grandchildren to attend elementary or secondary schools. Earnings in a 529 plan originally 
could be withdrawn tax-free only when used for qualified higher education at colleges, universities, vocational 
schools or other post-secondary schools. However, they changed that so 529 plans can now be used to pay for 
tuition at an elementary or secondary public, private or religious school, up to $10,000 per year.  Unlike IRAs, there 
are no annual contribution limits for 529 plans. Under federal law, 529 plan balances cannot exceed the expected 
cost of the beneficiary's qualified higher education expenses. Limits vary by state. Some states even offer a state 
tax credit or deduction up to a certain amount.  
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Revisit the use of qualified tuition plans.

Qualified tuition plans, also named 529 plans, are a great way to tax efficiently plan the financial burden of paying 
tuition for children or grandchildren to attend elementary or secondary schools. Earnings in a 529 plan originally 
could be withdrawn tax-free only when used for qualified higher education at colleges, universities, vocational 
schools or other post-secondary schools. However, they changed that so 529 plans can now be used to pay for 
tuition at an elementary or secondary public, private or religious school, up to $10,000 per year.  Unlike IRAs, there 
are no annual contribution limits for 529 plans. Under federal law, 529 plan balances cannot exceed the expected 
cost of the beneficiary's qualified higher education expenses. Limits vary by state. Some states even offer a state 
tax credit or deduction up to a certain amount.  

It’s probably a fair assumption to say that most 
investors are happy 2022 is in the books. After 
enjoying the longest bull market in history, from 
after the financial crisis in 2009 to the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the bear finally 
officially rose from its slumber and dominated 
Wall Street.There’s no sugar-coating the fact 
that if you had money invested in the financial 
markets in 2022 it was an unpleasant year, 
perhaps even one of the worst you will 
experience as an investor. 2022’s equity market 
loss was the 7th worst loss since the 1920s and 
the bond market also had one of its worst years 
in history. It was the worst year since 2008 for all 
three major indexes. Fortunately, as a new year 
begins, all that matters is what happens from 
here, not what happened in the past. 

Although the yearly results were discouraging, 
the fourth quarter of 2022, despite its volatility 
and uncertainty, brought slight improvements in 
the U.S. equity markets. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) closed out at 
33,147.25, ending the year down 8.8%. 
Similarly, the S&P 500, closed at 3,839.50 to 
close out the year down 19.4% (cnbc.com 
12/29/22).

During 2022, inflation, rising interest rates, 
slowing economic growth, the weakening of 
fiscal and monetary stimulus - all packed a 
bearpaw-sized punch to investor’s portfolios. 
Recession fears also played a key role in the 
direction of the market. All these major factors 
allowed volatility to prevail and investors rode a 
steady downward trend throughout the year. 
2022 was a solid practice in emotional 
resiliance and trust in the long-term perspective 
of investing. 

On a positive front, the Fed’s efforts to slow 
down the rate of inflation finally began to show 
quantifiable results. The U.S. annual inflation 
rate experienced a slowing down and was 7.1% 
for the 12-months ending November 2022.  

As we look toward a new year, multiple factors 
remain key issues for the direction of equity 
markets, most particularly, the continuation of 
rising interest rates, and speculation of if, how

Inflation & Interest Rates
In 2022, Americans saw seven federal interest rate increases, 
ending the historically low interest  rates that were enjoyed since 
the “Great Recession” from 2007-2009. In their efforts to use 
interest rate increases to lower inflation, the Fed raised interest 
rates twice in the fourth quarter of 2022. In November, rates 
increased 0.75% for a target rate range of 3.75 – 4.00%. Then, as 
planned, the Fed again raised rates at the December meeting. 
However, because inflation started to show potential signs of 
slowing down in the months prior, the Fed raised it by only 50 basis 
points, for a target rate range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 
4.25% total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward cycle of 
interest rates in history.

The labor market remains a key factor in how the Fed will adjust its 
attack on inflation and when and how fast it will change policy. Job 
growth remained strong in November, keeping the unemployment 
rate at 3.7%. At their December FOMC meeting, the Fed predicted 
a rise in the unemployment rate, looking at 4.6% by the end of 
2023. Later in the month of December the unemployment rate 
actually moved to 3.5% (Bureau of Labor statistics).

Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that in 2023 we may not see 
as sharp of increases as this year, when rates were quickly 
increased to jump start the Fed’s key weapon to fight inflation. It is 
likely that at the Fed’s first meeting on February 1, 2023, they will 
continue to raise rates, but potentially by a smaller percentage 
point than we have seen in the past several rate changes. 
Regardless of how the Feds adjust their tactics, it is expected that 
they will continue to be in a tightening approach toward inflation 
until they see a weakening in the labor market.

“It’s very premature in my view to think about or be talking about 
pausing our rate hikes,” said Powell at the November press 
conference following the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At their December meeting, the FOMC shared 
their economic projections that pointed to a possible interest rate 
range of 4.75 – 5.75% in 2023. "It's not as important how fast we 
go," he stated, "Our focus right now is really on moving our policy 
stance to one that is restrictive enough to ensure a return of 
inflation to our 2% goal over time," Powell said (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

Results for U.S. inflation peaked in the fourth quarter and both 
headline and core Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings 
showed significant year-over-year declines to close out the year. 
The annual U.S. inflation rate for the 12-month period ending 
November 2022 was 7.1%, down 2% from June’s 12-month 
period high of 9.1%. This denoted progress in the Fed’s fight to 
slow the rate of inflation down (usinflationcalculator.com).

This was the data investors had long been waiting for and they 
expressed their approval by sparking quick, but short-lived 
equity market relief rallies. This initial descent from the inflation 
summit can be encouraging, but it takes more than one data 
point to make a trend. We will monitor inflation numbers as the 
2023 data becomes available.

The Fed is watching other key economic indicators in addition to 
unemployment rates, including personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), and consumer price index (CPI). "The 
inflation data received so far in October and November show a 
welcome reduction in the pace of price increases, but it will take 

substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a 
sustained downward path," Powell said at the December FOMC 
meeting (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

We will keep a vigilant eye on the federal interest rate 
movements and inflation. When rates will stagnate and for how 
long they will remain there is yet to be seen. Due to the 
continued rise of interest rates, we continue to suggest that, if 
you haven’t already done so, please take a look at these key 
areas of your financial situation:

• The cost of borrowing is up, therefore:
 proactively pay off all non-essential interest-bearing debt.
 maintain liquidity for short-term purchases.

• If you have a mortgage, review your rates with us.   
   Mortgages rates have hit a two-decade high, reaching 
   above 7%. While home prices are still robust, this sharp 
   rate increase is bringing down home prices.
• If you have bonds in your portfolio, understand their duration.
• Review all income-producing investments.

As your financial professional, we are committed to 
keeping a vigilant eye on all aspects of financial planning 
that may affect you, including interest rates and inflation. 
If you are concerned about how these may affect your 
portfolio, please contact us to discuss any strategies that 
may help combat the effect on your personal situation.

20-year notes yielded 4.14%, and 30-year notes reached 3.97%. 
The 1-year treasury rate reached 4.73% on December 30 after a 
fourth quarter high of 4.80% on November 7 (ycharts.com).

Investing in bonds can help diversify your portfolio. Bonds can be 
a good option for a conservative, balanced portfolio, as they are 
typically considered more stable than stocks. However, bond 
investing, particularly when considering individual bonds, can be 
tricky. The window of opportunity to get lower-risk, higher yielding 
bonds could be short-live if the Fed’s feel the need to cut rates to 
prevent a recession. As we have already shared, bond prices and 
interest rates move in the opposite direction. Should the Fed 
decide to do a reversal and cut rates, the opportunity for this 
strategy could expire.

Also, please remember, while diversification in your portfolio can 
help you reach your goals, it does not ensure a profit or guarantee 
against loss. If you’d like to explore how bonds could fit into your 
retirement income strategy, please contact us so we can help you 
make the best decision for your portfolio.

We will continue to monitor how the Fed’s movements and 
rising interest rates are affecting bond yields.

Some economists believe the U.S. will narrowly avoid a 
recession as core PCE inflation slows from 5% now to 3% and 
we will continue to see a reasonable unemployment rate in late 
2023 (goldmansachs.com 11/16/22).

Even with the possibility of a recession on the horizon, the 
Feds still stand by their goal of a 2% inflation target. Chair 
Jerome Powell stated, “the largest amount of pain, the worst 
pain, would come from a failure to raise rates high enough and 
from us allowing inflation to become entrenched" (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

As the Feds keep tightening monetary policy, consumers may 
need to continue to tighten their budgets. From food, fuel, 
energy, and everything in between, Americans are paying 
more for just about everything. Refocusing and revamping 
your budget now could provide direction and clarity on where 
your money is going, what is a necessary expense, and what 
is discretionary in this new year. 

The bear market is expected to continue at least into the 
first part of 2023. Bear markets are a very normal and 
reoccurring part of the investment experience.  How long 
this bear market will last is yet to be seen. While no one 
can predict its end, history shows that the average bear 
market since the modern S&P 500’s inception in the 
1920s lasted an average of 19 months (cnb.com; 
6/13/21).

While we can all try to foresee the future, no one can 
predict the length or severity of any recession. Our goal 
as your financial professional is to not try to predict 
the future but provide you with a solid financial plan 
that is designed to best weather any market 
environment. However, while past performance is not a 
guarantee of current or future results, history shows us 
that returns from equities after a recession have been 
fruitful. 

Some key areas we are watching for 2023 include:
• Inflation rates
• Continued rising interest rates
• Economic growth rate
• Tightening of monetary policy

Although these areas are at the forefront, we must also look 
at other ongoing global concerns, including:
• The Russian-Ukraine war is still very active, with no         
   end in sight. 
• China’s “re-opening” after their strict “zero- COVID” policy 
   was lifted is off to a slow start.
• Slow global growth. Some analysts suggest that global 
   growth will only be at 1.7% in 2023, down from the 
   approximately 6% growth rate in 2021 and 3.2% growth
   rate in 2022 (Barclays Q1 2023 Global Outlook).

The Fed’s goal is to achieve a “soft landing” but balancing 
the fine line of avoiding a recession yet slowing growth 
enough to put the brakes in inflation is a daunting battle it 
will continue to wage into 2023. What does this mean for 
investors? Continued uncertainty and volatility.

We stand by the mantra of “proceed with caution”. Patience 
will indeed be a virtue as the current financial markets we 
are experiencing will continue to be challenging. Two words 
should resonate with wise investors during these times: 
long term. Investing in equities should be viewed as a 
long-term commitment. Historically, investors who chose 
to ride out bear markets were rewarded for their patience 
with healthy returns. 

Our goal as the steward of your wealth is to help you 
through challenging times like these. We always attempt to 
help you create a well-crafted plan customized for your 
unique situation and goals that takes into consideration how 
you will react to the markets ups and downs, including your 
time horizon, tax implications, liquidity needs, risk tolerance, 
and your overall personal objectives. We always 
recommend discussing with us any changes, concerns, or 
ideas that you may have prior to making any financial 
decisions so we can help you determine your best strategy. 
There are often other factors to consider, including tax 
ramifications, increased risk, and time horizon changes 
when altering anything in your financial plan. 

Please remember that as a valued client, we are 
accessible to you! 

These are challenging times for investors. Heading 
into this new year, we are grateful for your 
confidence and trust. We will continue to offer first 
class service to our clients, maintain a proactive 
approach to your financial goal, and stay apprised of 
any situations that may affect you. As always, please 
feel free to contact us with any concerns or 
questions you may have. 

We pride ourselves in offering:

• Individualized advice tailored to your specific needs
  and goals.
•  Consistent and meaningful communication throughout 
    the year.
•  A schedule of regular client meetings.
•  Continuing education for all our team members on issues  
   that may affect you.
•  Proactive planning to navigate the changing environment.

Remember, a skilled financial professional can help 
make your financial journey easier. Our goal is to 
understand your needs and create an optimal plan to 
address them. 

 long, and how deep of a recession the U.S. and 
global economy could see in 2023 and beyond. 
Uncertainty remains and wise investors should have 
a sufficiently diversified portfolio that looks for 
balance in times of volatility. This is a key time to 
practice patience and to remain focused on your 
personal long-term goals.

As we close out what was undoubtedly a rough year for 
equity markets, investors are bracing for another 
potentially rocky year. As your financial professional, we 
are committed to keeping you apprised of any changes 
and activity that could directly affect you and your unique 
situation.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. The Fed raised interest rates twice in the 
    fourth quarter, ending the year at target rate 
    range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 4.25%      
    total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward 
    cycle in history.

2. The Fed is positioned to further increase 
    federal interest rates in 2023.

3. Inflation showed signs of slowing down, with a 
    rate of 7.1% for the 12-month period ending 
    November.

4. Recession concerns are on the rise. 

5.Treasury yields are providing favorable returns.

6. Volatility will remain in the economic 
    environment as we enter 2023.

7. Staying the course and maintaining the 
   consis tency of a well-devised, long-term focused
   plan has historically served investors well.

8.        We are here for you to discuss any
concerns you have.

The Bond Market &
Treasury Yields

Simply put, bonds had a terrible year as the bond market had 
one of its worst years in history.  The total return of the 
Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Market Index (which dates back 
to 1976) of -13% in 2022 was far and away the worst loss ever 
for this total bond market index. For those with S&P U.S. 
Treasury Bonds, the return was -10.7% in 2022 (cnn.com, 
12/30/22).

Bond prices and bond yields are inversely related. When 
prices go down, yields go up. Now that rates have risen, 
Treasury yields in this environment can be a viable asset 
class for a diversified portfolio. As of December 30, 2022, 
5-year notes yielded 3.99%, 10-year notes yielded 3.88%, 

Investor’s Outlook
News of a recession remains front and center. Many analysts 
fear the Fed’s hawkish moves to fight inflation at the expense of 
economic growth is driving the U.S. into an inevitable recession. 
However, at the December FOMC meeting, the Fed projected an 
economic growth of 0.5% in 2023. Although very modest, it is still 
positive growth (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

“Two-in-three economists are forecasting a recession in 2023, 
yet corporate earnings estimates haven’t come down to reflect 
that,” noted Greg McBride, CFA at Bankrate. He continued, “If the 
economy continues to slow and quarterly earnings calls in 
January reveal a dour outlook for the year, corporate earnings 
estimates will be marked down and the market could have a 
renewed tumble” (bankrate.com 12/28/22).

Many experts also maintain that the current inverted yield curve 
(short-term rates are higher than some long-term rates) is 
indicative of a recession. However, if, when, and how severe a 
recession should occur in 2023 is all still speculation. 



Contributions to a 529 plan are considered completed gifts for 
federal tax purposes, and in 2022 up to $16,000 per donor, 
per beneficiary, qualifies for the annual gift tax exclusion. 
Excess contributions above $16,000 must be reported on IRS 
Form 709 and will count against the taxpayer’s lifetime estate 
and gift tax exemption amount ($12.06 million in 2022).

There is also an option to make a larger tax-free 529 plan 
contribution, if the contribution is treated as if it were spread 
evenly over a 5-year period. For example, a $80,000 lump 
sum contribution to a 529 plan can be applied as though it 
were $16,000 per year, as long as no other gifts are made to 
the same beneficiary over the next 5 years. Grandparents 
sometimes use this 5-year gift-tax averaging as an estate 
planning strategy. If you want to explore setting up a 529 plan, 
call us and we would be happy to assist you.

Maximize your qualified business income deduction 
(if applicable). 

One of the most talked about changes from the Tax Cuts and 
Jobs Act enacted in 2017 is the qualified business income 
deduction under Section 199A. Current proposals want to 
change this deduction, but for 2022, taxpayers who own 
interests in a sole proprietorship, partnership, LLC, or S 
corporation may be able to deduct up to 20% of their qualified 
business income. Please be careful because this deduction is 
subject to various rules and limitations.  

There are planning strategies to consider for business 
owners. For example, business owners can adjust their 
business’s W-2 wages to maximize the deduction. Also, it may 
be beneficial for business owners to convert their independent contractors to employees where possible, but before 
doing so, please make sure the benefit of the deduction outweighs the increased payroll tax burden and cost of 
providing employee benefits. Other planning strategies can include investing in short-lived depreciable assets, 
restructuring the business, and leasing or selling property between businesses.  This piece of the tax code is 
complicated and would take an entire report to discuss, so we recommend that if you are a business 
owner, you should talk with a qualified tax professional about how this new Section 199A could potentially 
work for you.

Consider All of Your Retirement Savings Options for 2022
If you have earned income or are working, you should consider contributing to retirement plans. This is an ideal
time to make sure you maximize your intended use of retirement plans for 2022 and start thinking about your 
strategy for 2023.  For many investors, retirement contributions represent one of the smarter tax moves that they 
can make.  Here are some retirement plan strategies we’d like to highlight.

401(k) contribution limits increased.  The elective deferral (contribution) limit for employees under the age of 50 
who participate in 401(k), 403(b), most 457 plans, and the federal government’s Thrift Savings Plan is $20,500. The 
catch-up contribution limit for employees aged 50 and over who participate in 401(k), 403(b), most 457 plans, and 
the federal government’s Thrift Savings Plan remains the same at $6,500 ($27,000 total).  As a reminder, these 
contributions must be made in 2022. 

IRA contribution limits unchanged. The limit on annual contributions to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA) 
remains at $6,000 for 2022.  The additional catch-up contribution limit for individuals aged 50 and over is not subject 
to an annual cost-of-living adjustment and remains $1,000 (for a total of $7,000).  IRA contributions for 2022 can 
be made all the way up to the April 17, 2023, filing deadline. 
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be made all the way up to the April 17, 2023, filing deadline. 

It’s probably a fair assumption to say that most 
investors are happy 2022 is in the books. After 
enjoying the longest bull market in history, from 
after the financial crisis in 2009 to the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the bear finally 
officially rose from its slumber and dominated 
Wall Street.There’s no sugar-coating the fact 
that if you had money invested in the financial 
markets in 2022 it was an unpleasant year, 
perhaps even one of the worst you will 
experience as an investor. 2022’s equity market 
loss was the 7th worst loss since the 1920s and 
the bond market also had one of its worst years 
in history. It was the worst year since 2008 for all 
three major indexes. Fortunately, as a new year 
begins, all that matters is what happens from 
here, not what happened in the past. 

Although the yearly results were discouraging, 
the fourth quarter of 2022, despite its volatility 
and uncertainty, brought slight improvements in 
the U.S. equity markets. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) closed out at 
33,147.25, ending the year down 8.8%. 
Similarly, the S&P 500, closed at 3,839.50 to 
close out the year down 19.4% (cnbc.com 
12/29/22).

During 2022, inflation, rising interest rates, 
slowing economic growth, the weakening of 
fiscal and monetary stimulus - all packed a 
bearpaw-sized punch to investor’s portfolios. 
Recession fears also played a key role in the 
direction of the market. All these major factors 
allowed volatility to prevail and investors rode a 
steady downward trend throughout the year. 
2022 was a solid practice in emotional 
resiliance and trust in the long-term perspective 
of investing. 

On a positive front, the Fed’s efforts to slow 
down the rate of inflation finally began to show 
quantifiable results. The U.S. annual inflation 
rate experienced a slowing down and was 7.1% 
for the 12-months ending November 2022.  

As we look toward a new year, multiple factors 
remain key issues for the direction of equity 
markets, most particularly, the continuation of 
rising interest rates, and speculation of if, how

Inflation & Interest Rates
In 2022, Americans saw seven federal interest rate increases, 
ending the historically low interest  rates that were enjoyed since 
the “Great Recession” from 2007-2009. In their efforts to use 
interest rate increases to lower inflation, the Fed raised interest 
rates twice in the fourth quarter of 2022. In November, rates 
increased 0.75% for a target rate range of 3.75 – 4.00%. Then, as 
planned, the Fed again raised rates at the December meeting. 
However, because inflation started to show potential signs of 
slowing down in the months prior, the Fed raised it by only 50 basis 
points, for a target rate range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 
4.25% total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward cycle of 
interest rates in history.

The labor market remains a key factor in how the Fed will adjust its 
attack on inflation and when and how fast it will change policy. Job 
growth remained strong in November, keeping the unemployment 
rate at 3.7%. At their December FOMC meeting, the Fed predicted 
a rise in the unemployment rate, looking at 4.6% by the end of 
2023. Later in the month of December the unemployment rate 
actually moved to 3.5% (Bureau of Labor statistics).

Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that in 2023 we may not see 
as sharp of increases as this year, when rates were quickly 
increased to jump start the Fed’s key weapon to fight inflation. It is 
likely that at the Fed’s first meeting on February 1, 2023, they will 
continue to raise rates, but potentially by a smaller percentage 
point than we have seen in the past several rate changes. 
Regardless of how the Feds adjust their tactics, it is expected that 
they will continue to be in a tightening approach toward inflation 
until they see a weakening in the labor market.

“It’s very premature in my view to think about or be talking about 
pausing our rate hikes,” said Powell at the November press 
conference following the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At their December meeting, the FOMC shared 
their economic projections that pointed to a possible interest rate 
range of 4.75 – 5.75% in 2023. "It's not as important how fast we 
go," he stated, "Our focus right now is really on moving our policy 
stance to one that is restrictive enough to ensure a return of 
inflation to our 2% goal over time," Powell said (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

Results for U.S. inflation peaked in the fourth quarter and both 
headline and core Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings 
showed significant year-over-year declines to close out the year. 
The annual U.S. inflation rate for the 12-month period ending 
November 2022 was 7.1%, down 2% from June’s 12-month 
period high of 9.1%. This denoted progress in the Fed’s fight to 
slow the rate of inflation down (usinflationcalculator.com).

This was the data investors had long been waiting for and they 
expressed their approval by sparking quick, but short-lived 
equity market relief rallies. This initial descent from the inflation 
summit can be encouraging, but it takes more than one data 
point to make a trend. We will monitor inflation numbers as the 
2023 data becomes available.

The Fed is watching other key economic indicators in addition to 
unemployment rates, including personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), and consumer price index (CPI). "The 
inflation data received so far in October and November show a 
welcome reduction in the pace of price increases, but it will take 

substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a 
sustained downward path," Powell said at the December FOMC 
meeting (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

We will keep a vigilant eye on the federal interest rate 
movements and inflation. When rates will stagnate and for how 
long they will remain there is yet to be seen. Due to the 
continued rise of interest rates, we continue to suggest that, if 
you haven’t already done so, please take a look at these key 
areas of your financial situation:

• The cost of borrowing is up, therefore:
 proactively pay off all non-essential interest-bearing debt.
 maintain liquidity for short-term purchases.

• If you have a mortgage, review your rates with us.   
   Mortgages rates have hit a two-decade high, reaching 
   above 7%. While home prices are still robust, this sharp 
   rate increase is bringing down home prices.
• If you have bonds in your portfolio, understand their duration.
• Review all income-producing investments.

As your financial professional, we are committed to 
keeping a vigilant eye on all aspects of financial planning 
that may affect you, including interest rates and inflation. 
If you are concerned about how these may affect your 
portfolio, please contact us to discuss any strategies that 
may help combat the effect on your personal situation.

20-year notes yielded 4.14%, and 30-year notes reached 3.97%. 
The 1-year treasury rate reached 4.73% on December 30 after a 
fourth quarter high of 4.80% on November 7 (ycharts.com).

Investing in bonds can help diversify your portfolio. Bonds can be 
a good option for a conservative, balanced portfolio, as they are 
typically considered more stable than stocks. However, bond 
investing, particularly when considering individual bonds, can be 
tricky. The window of opportunity to get lower-risk, higher yielding 
bonds could be short-live if the Fed’s feel the need to cut rates to 
prevent a recession. As we have already shared, bond prices and 
interest rates move in the opposite direction. Should the Fed 
decide to do a reversal and cut rates, the opportunity for this 
strategy could expire.

Also, please remember, while diversification in your portfolio can 
help you reach your goals, it does not ensure a profit or guarantee 
against loss. If you’d like to explore how bonds could fit into your 
retirement income strategy, please contact us so we can help you 
make the best decision for your portfolio.

We will continue to monitor how the Fed’s movements and 
rising interest rates are affecting bond yields.

Some economists believe the U.S. will narrowly avoid a 
recession as core PCE inflation slows from 5% now to 3% and 
we will continue to see a reasonable unemployment rate in late 
2023 (goldmansachs.com 11/16/22).

Even with the possibility of a recession on the horizon, the 
Feds still stand by their goal of a 2% inflation target. Chair 
Jerome Powell stated, “the largest amount of pain, the worst 
pain, would come from a failure to raise rates high enough and 
from us allowing inflation to become entrenched" (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

As the Feds keep tightening monetary policy, consumers may 
need to continue to tighten their budgets. From food, fuel, 
energy, and everything in between, Americans are paying 
more for just about everything. Refocusing and revamping 
your budget now could provide direction and clarity on where 
your money is going, what is a necessary expense, and what 
is discretionary in this new year. 

The bear market is expected to continue at least into the 
first part of 2023. Bear markets are a very normal and 
reoccurring part of the investment experience.  How long 
this bear market will last is yet to be seen. While no one 
can predict its end, history shows that the average bear 
market since the modern S&P 500’s inception in the 
1920s lasted an average of 19 months (cnb.com; 
6/13/21).

While we can all try to foresee the future, no one can 
predict the length or severity of any recession. Our goal 
as your financial professional is to not try to predict 
the future but provide you with a solid financial plan 
that is designed to best weather any market 
environment. However, while past performance is not a 
guarantee of current or future results, history shows us 
that returns from equities after a recession have been 
fruitful. 

Some key areas we are watching for 2023 include:
• Inflation rates
• Continued rising interest rates
• Economic growth rate
• Tightening of monetary policy

Although these areas are at the forefront, we must also look 
at other ongoing global concerns, including:
• The Russian-Ukraine war is still very active, with no         
   end in sight. 
• China’s “re-opening” after their strict “zero- COVID” policy 
   was lifted is off to a slow start.
• Slow global growth. Some analysts suggest that global 
   growth will only be at 1.7% in 2023, down from the 
   approximately 6% growth rate in 2021 and 3.2% growth
   rate in 2022 (Barclays Q1 2023 Global Outlook).

The Fed’s goal is to achieve a “soft landing” but balancing 
the fine line of avoiding a recession yet slowing growth 
enough to put the brakes in inflation is a daunting battle it 
will continue to wage into 2023. What does this mean for 
investors? Continued uncertainty and volatility.

We stand by the mantra of “proceed with caution”. Patience 
will indeed be a virtue as the current financial markets we 
are experiencing will continue to be challenging. Two words 
should resonate with wise investors during these times: 
long term. Investing in equities should be viewed as a 
long-term commitment. Historically, investors who chose 
to ride out bear markets were rewarded for their patience 
with healthy returns. 

Our goal as the steward of your wealth is to help you 
through challenging times like these. We always attempt to 
help you create a well-crafted plan customized for your 
unique situation and goals that takes into consideration how 
you will react to the markets ups and downs, including your 
time horizon, tax implications, liquidity needs, risk tolerance, 
and your overall personal objectives. We always 
recommend discussing with us any changes, concerns, or 
ideas that you may have prior to making any financial 
decisions so we can help you determine your best strategy. 
There are often other factors to consider, including tax 
ramifications, increased risk, and time horizon changes 
when altering anything in your financial plan. 

Please remember that as a valued client, we are 
accessible to you! 

These are challenging times for investors. Heading 
into this new year, we are grateful for your 
confidence and trust. We will continue to offer first 
class service to our clients, maintain a proactive 
approach to your financial goal, and stay apprised of 
any situations that may affect you. As always, please 
feel free to contact us with any concerns or 
questions you may have. 

We pride ourselves in offering:

• Individualized advice tailored to your specific needs
  and goals.
•  Consistent and meaningful communication throughout 
    the year.
•  A schedule of regular client meetings.
•  Continuing education for all our team members on issues  
   that may affect you.
•  Proactive planning to navigate the changing environment.

Remember, a skilled financial professional can help 
make your financial journey easier. Our goal is to 
understand your needs and create an optimal plan to 
address them. 

 long, and how deep of a recession the U.S. and 
global economy could see in 2023 and beyond. 
Uncertainty remains and wise investors should have 
a sufficiently diversified portfolio that looks for 
balance in times of volatility. This is a key time to 
practice patience and to remain focused on your 
personal long-term goals.

As we close out what was undoubtedly a rough year for 
equity markets, investors are bracing for another 
potentially rocky year. As your financial professional, we 
are committed to keeping you apprised of any changes 
and activity that could directly affect you and your unique 
situation.

The Bond Market &
Treasury Yields

Simply put, bonds had a terrible year as the bond market had 
one of its worst years in history.  The total return of the 
Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Market Index (which dates back 
to 1976) of -13% in 2022 was far and away the worst loss ever 
for this total bond market index. For those with S&P U.S. 
Treasury Bonds, the return was -10.7% in 2022 (cnn.com, 
12/30/22).

Bond prices and bond yields are inversely related. When 
prices go down, yields go up. Now that rates have risen, 
Treasury yields in this environment can be a viable asset 
class for a diversified portfolio. As of December 30, 2022, 
5-year notes yielded 3.99%, 10-year notes yielded 3.88%, 

Investor’s Outlook
News of a recession remains front and center. Many analysts 
fear the Fed’s hawkish moves to fight inflation at the expense of 
economic growth is driving the U.S. into an inevitable recession. 
However, at the December FOMC meeting, the Fed projected an 
economic growth of 0.5% in 2023. Although very modest, it is still 
positive growth (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

“Two-in-three economists are forecasting a recession in 2023, 
yet corporate earnings estimates haven’t come down to reflect 
that,” noted Greg McBride, CFA at Bankrate. He continued, “If the 
economy continues to slow and quarterly earnings calls in 
January reveal a dour outlook for the year, corporate earnings 
estimates will be marked down and the market could have a 
renewed tumble” (bankrate.com 12/28/22).

Many experts also maintain that the current inverted yield curve 
(short-term rates are higher than some long-term rates) is 
indicative of a recession. However, if, when, and how severe a 
recession should occur in 2023 is all still speculation. 



Higher IRA income limits. The deduction for taxpayers making contributions to a traditional IRA is phased out for 
singles and heads of household who are covered by a workplace retirement plan and have modified adjusted gross 
incomes (MAGI) of $68,000 and $78,000 for 2022.  For married couples filing jointly, in which the spouse who 
makes the IRA contribution is covered by a workplace retirement plan, the income phase-out range is $109,000 to 
$129,000.  For an IRA contributor who is not covered by a workplace retirement plan and is married to someone 
who is covered, the deduction is phased out in 2022 as the couple’s income reaches $204,000 and completely at 
$214,000. For a married individual filing a separate return who is covered by a workplace retirement plan, the 
phase-out range remains at $0 to $10,000 for 2022. Note, if your earned income is less than your eligible 
contribution amount, your maximum contribution amount equals your earned income. 

Increased Roth IRA income cutoffs. The MAGI phase-out range for taxpayers making contributions to a Roth IRA 
is $204,000 - $214,000 for married couples filing jointly in 2022. For singles and heads of household, the income 
phase-out range is $129,000 - $144,000.  For a married individual filing a separate return, the phase-out range 
remains at  $0 to $10,000. Note, if your earned income is less than your eligible contribution amount, your 
maximum contribution amount equals your earned income.
Larger saver's credit threshold. The MAGI limit for the saver’s credit (also known as the Retirement Savings 
Contribution Credit) for low- and moderate-income workers is $68,000 for married couples filing jointly in 2022, 
$51,000 for heads of household and $34,000 for all other filers.
   
Be careful of the IRA one rollover rule. Investors are limited to only one rollover from all of their IRAs to another 
in any 12-month period. A second IRA-to-IRA rollover in a single year could result in income tax becoming due on 
the rollover, a 10% early withdrawal penalty, and a 6% per year excess contributions tax as long as that rollover 
remains in the IRA. Individuals can only make one IRA rollover during any 1-year period, but there is no limit on 
trustee-to-trustee transfers. Multiple trustee-to-trustee transfers between IRAs and conversions from traditional 
IRAs to Roth IRAs are allowed in the same year. If you are rolling over an IRA or have any questions on IRAs, 
please call us.

Roth IRA Conversions
In 2022, some IRA owners may want to consider converting part or all of their traditional IRAs to a Roth IRA. This 
is never a simple or easy decision. Roth IRA conversions can be helpful, but they can also create immediate tax 
consequences and can bring additional rules and potential penalties. Under the current laws, you can no longer 
unwind a Roth conversion by re-characterizing it. It is best to run the numbers with a qualified professional and 
calculate the most appropriate strategy for your situation. Call us if you would like to review your Roth IRA 
conversion options.

Capital Gains and Losses
    
Looking at your investment portfolio can reveal a number of different tax saving opportunities. Start by reviewing 
the various sales you have realized so far this year on stocks, bonds and other investments. Then review what’s 
left and determine whether these investments have an unrealized gain or loss. (Unrealized means you still own the 
investment, versus realized, which means you’ve actually sold the investment.)

Know your basis. In order to determine if you have unrealized gains or losses, you must know the tax basis of your 
investments, which is usually the cost of the investment when you bought it. However, it gets trickier with 
investments that allow you to reinvest your dividends and/or capital gain distributions. We will be glad to help you 
calculate your cost basis.

Consider loss harvesting. If your capital gains are larger than your losses, you might want to do some “loss 
harvesting.” This means selling certain investments that will generate a loss. You can use an unlimited amount of 
capital losses to offset capital gains. However, you are limited to only $3,000 ($1,500 if married filing separately) of 
net capital losses that can offset other income, such as wages, interest and dividends. Any remaining unused 
capital losses can be carried forward into future years indefinitely. 

Be aware of the “wash sale” rule. If you sell an investment at a loss and then buy it right back, the IRS disallows 
the deduction. The “wash sale” rule says you must wait at least 30 days before buying back the same security in 
order to be able to claim the original loss as a deduction. The deduction is also disallowed if you bought the same 
security within 30 days before the sale.  However, while you cannot immediately buy a substantially identical 
security to replace the one you sold, you can buy a similar security, perhaps a different stock, in the same sector. 
This strategy allows you to maintain your general market position while utilizing a tax break. 
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Roth IRA Conversions
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It’s probably a fair assumption to say that most 
investors are happy 2022 is in the books. After 
enjoying the longest bull market in history, from 
after the financial crisis in 2009 to the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the bear finally 
officially rose from its slumber and dominated 
Wall Street.There’s no sugar-coating the fact 
that if you had money invested in the financial 
markets in 2022 it was an unpleasant year, 
perhaps even one of the worst you will 
experience as an investor. 2022’s equity market 
loss was the 7th worst loss since the 1920s and 
the bond market also had one of its worst years 
in history. It was the worst year since 2008 for all 
three major indexes. Fortunately, as a new year 
begins, all that matters is what happens from 
here, not what happened in the past. 

Although the yearly results were discouraging, 
the fourth quarter of 2022, despite its volatility 
and uncertainty, brought slight improvements in 
the U.S. equity markets. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) closed out at 
33,147.25, ending the year down 8.8%. 
Similarly, the S&P 500, closed at 3,839.50 to 
close out the year down 19.4% (cnbc.com 
12/29/22).

During 2022, inflation, rising interest rates, 
slowing economic growth, the weakening of 
fiscal and monetary stimulus - all packed a 
bearpaw-sized punch to investor’s portfolios. 
Recession fears also played a key role in the 
direction of the market. All these major factors 
allowed volatility to prevail and investors rode a 
steady downward trend throughout the year. 
2022 was a solid practice in emotional 
resiliance and trust in the long-term perspective 
of investing. 

On a positive front, the Fed’s efforts to slow 
down the rate of inflation finally began to show 
quantifiable results. The U.S. annual inflation 
rate experienced a slowing down and was 7.1% 
for the 12-months ending November 2022.  

As we look toward a new year, multiple factors 
remain key issues for the direction of equity 
markets, most particularly, the continuation of 
rising interest rates, and speculation of if, how

Inflation & Interest Rates
In 2022, Americans saw seven federal interest rate increases, 
ending the historically low interest  rates that were enjoyed since 
the “Great Recession” from 2007-2009. In their efforts to use 
interest rate increases to lower inflation, the Fed raised interest 
rates twice in the fourth quarter of 2022. In November, rates 
increased 0.75% for a target rate range of 3.75 – 4.00%. Then, as 
planned, the Fed again raised rates at the December meeting. 
However, because inflation started to show potential signs of 
slowing down in the months prior, the Fed raised it by only 50 basis 
points, for a target rate range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 
4.25% total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward cycle of 
interest rates in history.

The labor market remains a key factor in how the Fed will adjust its 
attack on inflation and when and how fast it will change policy. Job 
growth remained strong in November, keeping the unemployment 
rate at 3.7%. At their December FOMC meeting, the Fed predicted 
a rise in the unemployment rate, looking at 4.6% by the end of 
2023. Later in the month of December the unemployment rate 
actually moved to 3.5% (Bureau of Labor statistics).

Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that in 2023 we may not see 
as sharp of increases as this year, when rates were quickly 
increased to jump start the Fed’s key weapon to fight inflation. It is 
likely that at the Fed’s first meeting on February 1, 2023, they will 
continue to raise rates, but potentially by a smaller percentage 
point than we have seen in the past several rate changes. 
Regardless of how the Feds adjust their tactics, it is expected that 
they will continue to be in a tightening approach toward inflation 
until they see a weakening in the labor market.

“It’s very premature in my view to think about or be talking about 
pausing our rate hikes,” said Powell at the November press 
conference following the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At their December meeting, the FOMC shared 
their economic projections that pointed to a possible interest rate 
range of 4.75 – 5.75% in 2023. "It's not as important how fast we 
go," he stated, "Our focus right now is really on moving our policy 
stance to one that is restrictive enough to ensure a return of 
inflation to our 2% goal over time," Powell said (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

Results for U.S. inflation peaked in the fourth quarter and both 
headline and core Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings 
showed significant year-over-year declines to close out the year. 
The annual U.S. inflation rate for the 12-month period ending 
November 2022 was 7.1%, down 2% from June’s 12-month 
period high of 9.1%. This denoted progress in the Fed’s fight to 
slow the rate of inflation down (usinflationcalculator.com).

This was the data investors had long been waiting for and they 
expressed their approval by sparking quick, but short-lived 
equity market relief rallies. This initial descent from the inflation 
summit can be encouraging, but it takes more than one data 
point to make a trend. We will monitor inflation numbers as the 
2023 data becomes available.

The Fed is watching other key economic indicators in addition to 
unemployment rates, including personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), and consumer price index (CPI). "The 
inflation data received so far in October and November show a 
welcome reduction in the pace of price increases, but it will take 

substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a 
sustained downward path," Powell said at the December FOMC 
meeting (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

We will keep a vigilant eye on the federal interest rate 
movements and inflation. When rates will stagnate and for how 
long they will remain there is yet to be seen. Due to the 
continued rise of interest rates, we continue to suggest that, if 
you haven’t already done so, please take a look at these key 
areas of your financial situation:

• The cost of borrowing is up, therefore:
 proactively pay off all non-essential interest-bearing debt.
 maintain liquidity for short-term purchases.

• If you have a mortgage, review your rates with us.   
   Mortgages rates have hit a two-decade high, reaching 
   above 7%. While home prices are still robust, this sharp 
   rate increase is bringing down home prices.
• If you have bonds in your portfolio, understand their duration.
• Review all income-producing investments.

As your financial professional, we are committed to 
keeping a vigilant eye on all aspects of financial planning 
that may affect you, including interest rates and inflation. 
If you are concerned about how these may affect your 
portfolio, please contact us to discuss any strategies that 
may help combat the effect on your personal situation.

20-year notes yielded 4.14%, and 30-year notes reached 3.97%. 
The 1-year treasury rate reached 4.73% on December 30 after a 
fourth quarter high of 4.80% on November 7 (ycharts.com).

Investing in bonds can help diversify your portfolio. Bonds can be 
a good option for a conservative, balanced portfolio, as they are 
typically considered more stable than stocks. However, bond 
investing, particularly when considering individual bonds, can be 
tricky. The window of opportunity to get lower-risk, higher yielding 
bonds could be short-live if the Fed’s feel the need to cut rates to 
prevent a recession. As we have already shared, bond prices and 
interest rates move in the opposite direction. Should the Fed 
decide to do a reversal and cut rates, the opportunity for this 
strategy could expire.

Also, please remember, while diversification in your portfolio can 
help you reach your goals, it does not ensure a profit or guarantee 
against loss. If you’d like to explore how bonds could fit into your 
retirement income strategy, please contact us so we can help you 
make the best decision for your portfolio.

We will continue to monitor how the Fed’s movements and 
rising interest rates are affecting bond yields.

Some economists believe the U.S. will narrowly avoid a 
recession as core PCE inflation slows from 5% now to 3% and 
we will continue to see a reasonable unemployment rate in late 
2023 (goldmansachs.com 11/16/22).

Even with the possibility of a recession on the horizon, the 
Feds still stand by their goal of a 2% inflation target. Chair 
Jerome Powell stated, “the largest amount of pain, the worst 
pain, would come from a failure to raise rates high enough and 
from us allowing inflation to become entrenched" (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

As the Feds keep tightening monetary policy, consumers may 
need to continue to tighten their budgets. From food, fuel, 
energy, and everything in between, Americans are paying 
more for just about everything. Refocusing and revamping 
your budget now could provide direction and clarity on where 
your money is going, what is a necessary expense, and what 
is discretionary in this new year. 

The bear market is expected to continue at least into the 
first part of 2023. Bear markets are a very normal and 
reoccurring part of the investment experience.  How long 
this bear market will last is yet to be seen. While no one 
can predict its end, history shows that the average bear 
market since the modern S&P 500’s inception in the 
1920s lasted an average of 19 months (cnb.com; 
6/13/21).

While we can all try to foresee the future, no one can 
predict the length or severity of any recession. Our goal 
as your financial professional is to not try to predict 
the future but provide you with a solid financial plan 
that is designed to best weather any market 
environment. However, while past performance is not a 
guarantee of current or future results, history shows us 
that returns from equities after a recession have been 
fruitful. 

Some key areas we are watching for 2023 include:
• Inflation rates
• Continued rising interest rates
• Economic growth rate
• Tightening of monetary policy

Although these areas are at the forefront, we must also look 
at other ongoing global concerns, including:
• The Russian-Ukraine war is still very active, with no         
   end in sight. 
• China’s “re-opening” after their strict “zero- COVID” policy 
   was lifted is off to a slow start.
• Slow global growth. Some analysts suggest that global 
   growth will only be at 1.7% in 2023, down from the 
   approximately 6% growth rate in 2021 and 3.2% growth
   rate in 2022 (Barclays Q1 2023 Global Outlook).

The Fed’s goal is to achieve a “soft landing” but balancing 
the fine line of avoiding a recession yet slowing growth 
enough to put the brakes in inflation is a daunting battle it 
will continue to wage into 2023. What does this mean for 
investors? Continued uncertainty and volatility.

We stand by the mantra of “proceed with caution”. Patience 
will indeed be a virtue as the current financial markets we 
are experiencing will continue to be challenging. Two words 
should resonate with wise investors during these times: 
long term. Investing in equities should be viewed as a 
long-term commitment. Historically, investors who chose 
to ride out bear markets were rewarded for their patience 
with healthy returns. 

Our goal as the steward of your wealth is to help you 
through challenging times like these. We always attempt to 
help you create a well-crafted plan customized for your 
unique situation and goals that takes into consideration how 
you will react to the markets ups and downs, including your 
time horizon, tax implications, liquidity needs, risk tolerance, 
and your overall personal objectives. We always 
recommend discussing with us any changes, concerns, or 
ideas that you may have prior to making any financial 
decisions so we can help you determine your best strategy. 
There are often other factors to consider, including tax 
ramifications, increased risk, and time horizon changes 
when altering anything in your financial plan. 

Please remember that as a valued client, we are 
accessible to you! 

These are challenging times for investors. Heading 
into this new year, we are grateful for your 
confidence and trust. We will continue to offer first 
class service to our clients, maintain a proactive 
approach to your financial goal, and stay apprised of 
any situations that may affect you. As always, please 
feel free to contact us with any concerns or 
questions you may have. 

We pride ourselves in offering:

• Individualized advice tailored to your specific needs
  and goals.
•  Consistent and meaningful communication throughout 
    the year.
•  A schedule of regular client meetings.
•  Continuing education for all our team members on issues  
   that may affect you.
•  Proactive planning to navigate the changing environment.

Remember, a skilled financial professional can help 
make your financial journey easier. Our goal is to 
understand your needs and create an optimal plan to 
address them. 

 long, and how deep of a recession the U.S. and 
global economy could see in 2023 and beyond. 
Uncertainty remains and wise investors should have 
a sufficiently diversified portfolio that looks for 
balance in times of volatility. This is a key time to 
practice patience and to remain focused on your 
personal long-term goals.

As we close out what was undoubtedly a rough year for 
equity markets, investors are bracing for another 
potentially rocky year. As your financial professional, we 
are committed to keeping you apprised of any changes 
and activity that could directly affect you and your unique 
situation.

The Bond Market &
Treasury Yields

Simply put, bonds had a terrible year as the bond market had 
one of its worst years in history.  The total return of the 
Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Market Index (which dates back 
to 1976) of -13% in 2022 was far and away the worst loss ever 
for this total bond market index. For those with S&P U.S. 
Treasury Bonds, the return was -10.7% in 2022 (cnn.com, 
12/30/22).

Bond prices and bond yields are inversely related. When 
prices go down, yields go up. Now that rates have risen, 
Treasury yields in this environment can be a viable asset 
class for a diversified portfolio. As of December 30, 2022, 
5-year notes yielded 3.99%, 10-year notes yielded 3.88%, 

Investor’s Outlook
News of a recession remains front and center. Many analysts 
fear the Fed’s hawkish moves to fight inflation at the expense of 
economic growth is driving the U.S. into an inevitable recession. 
However, at the December FOMC meeting, the Fed projected an 
economic growth of 0.5% in 2023. Although very modest, it is still 
positive growth (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

“Two-in-three economists are forecasting a recession in 2023, 
yet corporate earnings estimates haven’t come down to reflect 
that,” noted Greg McBride, CFA at Bankrate. He continued, “If the 
economy continues to slow and quarterly earnings calls in 
January reveal a dour outlook for the year, corporate earnings 
estimates will be marked down and the market could have a 
renewed tumble” (bankrate.com 12/28/22).

Many experts also maintain that the current inverted yield curve 
(short-term rates are higher than some long-term rates) is 
indicative of a recession. However, if, when, and how severe a 
recession should occur in 2023 is all still speculation. 



Always double-check brokerage firm reports. If you sold a security in 2022, the brokerage firm reports the basis 
on an IRS Form 1099-B in early 2023. Unfortunately, sometimes there could be problems when reporting your 
information, so we suggest you double-check these numbers to make sure that the basis is calculated correctly and 
does not result in a higher amount of tax than you need to pay. 

Long-term Capital Gains Tax Rates
Tax rates on long-term capital gains and qualified dividends changed for 2022. You may qualify for a 0% capital 
gains tax rate for some or all of your long-term capital gains realized in 2022.  In 2022, the 0% rate applies for 
individual taxpayers with taxable income up to $41,675 on single returns, $55,800 for head-of-household filers and 
$83,350 for joint returns. If this is the case, then the strategy is to figure out how much long-term capital gains you 
might be able to recognize to take advantage of this tax break. 

The 3.8% surtax on net 
investment income stays the 
same for 2022. It starts for 
single people with modified 
AGI over $200,000 and for 
joint filers with modified AGI 
over $250,000.

NOTE: The 0%, 15% and 20% long-term capital gains tax rates only apply to “capital assets” (such as marketable 
securities) held longer than one year. Anything held one year or less is considered a “short-term capital gain” and 
those are taxed at ordinary income tax rates.

Some Notable and Continuing Tax Changes for 2022
Some previous itemized deductions are still affected in 2022 under the tax laws. They include:

The floor for deductible medical expenses is still at 7.5%.  The 2022 threshold for deducting medical expenses 
on Schedule A is 7.5% of your 2022 adjusted gross income (AGI). The IRS on IRS.gov provides a long list of 
expenses that qualify as "medical expenses," so it can be a good idea to keep keeping track of yours if you think 
you may qualify.

State and local income, sales, and real and personal property taxes (SALT) are still limited to $10,000.

The deduction for casualty and theft losses is currently allowed only for presidentially declared disaster areas.

Alimony deductions.  For divorce and separation instruments executed or modified after December 31, 2018, 
alimony and separate maintenance payments are not deductible by the payor-spouse, nor includible in the income 
of the payee-spouse.

Education Planning
Education benefits.  The student loan interest deduction, education credits, exclusion for savings bond interest, 
tuition waivers for graduate students, and the educational assistance fringe benefit are all still available in 2022.  
529 plan funds can be used to pay for fees, books, supplies and equipment for certain apprenticeship programs. 
In addition, up to $10,000 in total (not annually) can now be withdrawn from 529 plans to pay off student loans.

The 2022 lifetime learning credit, allows you to claim 20% of your out-of-pocket costs for tuition, fees and books, 
for a total of $2,000 as a tax credit. It phases out for couples from $118,00 to $138,00 and from $59,000 to $69,000 
for singles.

Charitable Giving
This is a great time of year to clean your garage or house and give your items to charity. Please remember that you 
can only write off donations to a charitable organization if you itemize your deductions. Sometimes your donations 
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It’s probably a fair assumption to say that most 
investors are happy 2022 is in the books. After 
enjoying the longest bull market in history, from 
after the financial crisis in 2009 to the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the bear finally 
officially rose from its slumber and dominated 
Wall Street.There’s no sugar-coating the fact 
that if you had money invested in the financial 
markets in 2022 it was an unpleasant year, 
perhaps even one of the worst you will 
experience as an investor. 2022’s equity market 
loss was the 7th worst loss since the 1920s and 
the bond market also had one of its worst years 
in history. It was the worst year since 2008 for all 
three major indexes. Fortunately, as a new year 
begins, all that matters is what happens from 
here, not what happened in the past. 

Although the yearly results were discouraging, 
the fourth quarter of 2022, despite its volatility 
and uncertainty, brought slight improvements in 
the U.S. equity markets. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) closed out at 
33,147.25, ending the year down 8.8%. 
Similarly, the S&P 500, closed at 3,839.50 to 
close out the year down 19.4% (cnbc.com 
12/29/22).

During 2022, inflation, rising interest rates, 
slowing economic growth, the weakening of 
fiscal and monetary stimulus - all packed a 
bearpaw-sized punch to investor’s portfolios. 
Recession fears also played a key role in the 
direction of the market. All these major factors 
allowed volatility to prevail and investors rode a 
steady downward trend throughout the year. 
2022 was a solid practice in emotional 
resiliance and trust in the long-term perspective 
of investing. 

On a positive front, the Fed’s efforts to slow 
down the rate of inflation finally began to show 
quantifiable results. The U.S. annual inflation 
rate experienced a slowing down and was 7.1% 
for the 12-months ending November 2022.  

As we look toward a new year, multiple factors 
remain key issues for the direction of equity 
markets, most particularly, the continuation of 
rising interest rates, and speculation of if, how

Inflation & Interest Rates
In 2022, Americans saw seven federal interest rate increases, 
ending the historically low interest  rates that were enjoyed since 
the “Great Recession” from 2007-2009. In their efforts to use 
interest rate increases to lower inflation, the Fed raised interest 
rates twice in the fourth quarter of 2022. In November, rates 
increased 0.75% for a target rate range of 3.75 – 4.00%. Then, as 
planned, the Fed again raised rates at the December meeting. 
However, because inflation started to show potential signs of 
slowing down in the months prior, the Fed raised it by only 50 basis 
points, for a target rate range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 
4.25% total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward cycle of 
interest rates in history.

The labor market remains a key factor in how the Fed will adjust its 
attack on inflation and when and how fast it will change policy. Job 
growth remained strong in November, keeping the unemployment 
rate at 3.7%. At their December FOMC meeting, the Fed predicted 
a rise in the unemployment rate, looking at 4.6% by the end of 
2023. Later in the month of December the unemployment rate 
actually moved to 3.5% (Bureau of Labor statistics).

Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that in 2023 we may not see 
as sharp of increases as this year, when rates were quickly 
increased to jump start the Fed’s key weapon to fight inflation. It is 
likely that at the Fed’s first meeting on February 1, 2023, they will 
continue to raise rates, but potentially by a smaller percentage 
point than we have seen in the past several rate changes. 
Regardless of how the Feds adjust their tactics, it is expected that 
they will continue to be in a tightening approach toward inflation 
until they see a weakening in the labor market.

“It’s very premature in my view to think about or be talking about 
pausing our rate hikes,” said Powell at the November press 
conference following the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At their December meeting, the FOMC shared 
their economic projections that pointed to a possible interest rate 
range of 4.75 – 5.75% in 2023. "It's not as important how fast we 
go," he stated, "Our focus right now is really on moving our policy 
stance to one that is restrictive enough to ensure a return of 
inflation to our 2% goal over time," Powell said (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

Results for U.S. inflation peaked in the fourth quarter and both 
headline and core Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings 
showed significant year-over-year declines to close out the year. 
The annual U.S. inflation rate for the 12-month period ending 
November 2022 was 7.1%, down 2% from June’s 12-month 
period high of 9.1%. This denoted progress in the Fed’s fight to 
slow the rate of inflation down (usinflationcalculator.com).

This was the data investors had long been waiting for and they 
expressed their approval by sparking quick, but short-lived 
equity market relief rallies. This initial descent from the inflation 
summit can be encouraging, but it takes more than one data 
point to make a trend. We will monitor inflation numbers as the 
2023 data becomes available.

The Fed is watching other key economic indicators in addition to 
unemployment rates, including personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), and consumer price index (CPI). "The 
inflation data received so far in October and November show a 
welcome reduction in the pace of price increases, but it will take 

substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a 
sustained downward path," Powell said at the December FOMC 
meeting (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

We will keep a vigilant eye on the federal interest rate 
movements and inflation. When rates will stagnate and for how 
long they will remain there is yet to be seen. Due to the 
continued rise of interest rates, we continue to suggest that, if 
you haven’t already done so, please take a look at these key 
areas of your financial situation:

• The cost of borrowing is up, therefore:
 proactively pay off all non-essential interest-bearing debt.
 maintain liquidity for short-term purchases.

• If you have a mortgage, review your rates with us.   
   Mortgages rates have hit a two-decade high, reaching 
   above 7%. While home prices are still robust, this sharp 
   rate increase is bringing down home prices.
• If you have bonds in your portfolio, understand their duration.
• Review all income-producing investments.

As your financial professional, we are committed to 
keeping a vigilant eye on all aspects of financial planning 
that may affect you, including interest rates and inflation. 
If you are concerned about how these may affect your 
portfolio, please contact us to discuss any strategies that 
may help combat the effect on your personal situation.

20-year notes yielded 4.14%, and 30-year notes reached 3.97%. 
The 1-year treasury rate reached 4.73% on December 30 after a 
fourth quarter high of 4.80% on November 7 (ycharts.com).

Investing in bonds can help diversify your portfolio. Bonds can be 
a good option for a conservative, balanced portfolio, as they are 
typically considered more stable than stocks. However, bond 
investing, particularly when considering individual bonds, can be 
tricky. The window of opportunity to get lower-risk, higher yielding 
bonds could be short-live if the Fed’s feel the need to cut rates to 
prevent a recession. As we have already shared, bond prices and 
interest rates move in the opposite direction. Should the Fed 
decide to do a reversal and cut rates, the opportunity for this 
strategy could expire.

Also, please remember, while diversification in your portfolio can 
help you reach your goals, it does not ensure a profit or guarantee 
against loss. If you’d like to explore how bonds could fit into your 
retirement income strategy, please contact us so we can help you 
make the best decision for your portfolio.

We will continue to monitor how the Fed’s movements and 
rising interest rates are affecting bond yields.

Some economists believe the U.S. will narrowly avoid a 
recession as core PCE inflation slows from 5% now to 3% and 
we will continue to see a reasonable unemployment rate in late 
2023 (goldmansachs.com 11/16/22).

Even with the possibility of a recession on the horizon, the 
Feds still stand by their goal of a 2% inflation target. Chair 
Jerome Powell stated, “the largest amount of pain, the worst 
pain, would come from a failure to raise rates high enough and 
from us allowing inflation to become entrenched" (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

As the Feds keep tightening monetary policy, consumers may 
need to continue to tighten their budgets. From food, fuel, 
energy, and everything in between, Americans are paying 
more for just about everything. Refocusing and revamping 
your budget now could provide direction and clarity on where 
your money is going, what is a necessary expense, and what 
is discretionary in this new year. 

The bear market is expected to continue at least into the 
first part of 2023. Bear markets are a very normal and 
reoccurring part of the investment experience.  How long 
this bear market will last is yet to be seen. While no one 
can predict its end, history shows that the average bear 
market since the modern S&P 500’s inception in the 
1920s lasted an average of 19 months (cnb.com; 
6/13/21).

While we can all try to foresee the future, no one can 
predict the length or severity of any recession. Our goal 
as your financial professional is to not try to predict 
the future but provide you with a solid financial plan 
that is designed to best weather any market 
environment. However, while past performance is not a 
guarantee of current or future results, history shows us 
that returns from equities after a recession have been 
fruitful. 

Some key areas we are watching for 2023 include:
• Inflation rates
• Continued rising interest rates
• Economic growth rate
• Tightening of monetary policy

Although these areas are at the forefront, we must also look 
at other ongoing global concerns, including:
• The Russian-Ukraine war is still very active, with no         
   end in sight. 
• China’s “re-opening” after their strict “zero- COVID” policy 
   was lifted is off to a slow start.
• Slow global growth. Some analysts suggest that global 
   growth will only be at 1.7% in 2023, down from the 
   approximately 6% growth rate in 2021 and 3.2% growth
   rate in 2022 (Barclays Q1 2023 Global Outlook).

The Fed’s goal is to achieve a “soft landing” but balancing 
the fine line of avoiding a recession yet slowing growth 
enough to put the brakes in inflation is a daunting battle it 
will continue to wage into 2023. What does this mean for 
investors? Continued uncertainty and volatility.

We stand by the mantra of “proceed with caution”. Patience 
will indeed be a virtue as the current financial markets we 
are experiencing will continue to be challenging. Two words 
should resonate with wise investors during these times: 
long term. Investing in equities should be viewed as a 
long-term commitment. Historically, investors who chose 
to ride out bear markets were rewarded for their patience 
with healthy returns. 

Our goal as the steward of your wealth is to help you 
through challenging times like these. We always attempt to 
help you create a well-crafted plan customized for your 
unique situation and goals that takes into consideration how 
you will react to the markets ups and downs, including your 
time horizon, tax implications, liquidity needs, risk tolerance, 
and your overall personal objectives. We always 
recommend discussing with us any changes, concerns, or 
ideas that you may have prior to making any financial 
decisions so we can help you determine your best strategy. 
There are often other factors to consider, including tax 
ramifications, increased risk, and time horizon changes 
when altering anything in your financial plan. 

Please remember that as a valued client, we are 
accessible to you! 

These are challenging times for investors. Heading 
into this new year, we are grateful for your 
confidence and trust. We will continue to offer first 
class service to our clients, maintain a proactive 
approach to your financial goal, and stay apprised of 
any situations that may affect you. As always, please 
feel free to contact us with any concerns or 
questions you may have. 

We pride ourselves in offering:

• Individualized advice tailored to your specific needs
  and goals.
•  Consistent and meaningful communication throughout 
    the year.
•  A schedule of regular client meetings.
•  Continuing education for all our team members on issues  
   that may affect you.
•  Proactive planning to navigate the changing environment.

Remember, a skilled financial professional can help 
make your financial journey easier. Our goal is to 
understand your needs and create an optimal plan to 
address them. 

Financial Advisors Network, Inc. is a registered investment advisory firm. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where Financial Advisors 
Network, Inc. and its representatives are property licensed or exempt for licensure. No advice may be rendered by Financial Advisors Network, Inc. unless a client 
service agreement is in place. The views stated in this letter are not necessarily the opinion of Financial Advisors Network, Inc, and should not be construed, directly or 
indirectly, as an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned herein. Investors should be aware that there are risks inherent in all investments, such as fluctuations in 
investment principal. With any investment vehicle, past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Material discussed herewith is meant for general illustration 
and/or informational purposes only, please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore, the information should be relied upon when coordinated with individual 
professional advice. This material contains forward looking statements and projections. There are no guarantees that these results will be achieved. All indices 
referenced are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. Index performance is not 
indicative of the performance of any investment. 

The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks that is general considered representative of the U.S. Stock market. The modern design of the S&P 500 
stock index was first launched in 1957. Performance prior to 1957 incorporates the performance of the predecessor index, the S&P 90. Dow Jones Industrial Average 
(DJIA), commonly known as “The Dow” is an index representing 30 stocks of companies maintained and reviewed by the editors of the Wall Street Journal. The Russell 
1000 Index consists of the 1,000 largest securities in the Russell 3000 Index, which represents approximately 90% of the total market capitalization of the Russell 3000 
Index. It is a large-cap, market-oriented index and is highly correlated with the S&P 500 Index. The Russell 1000 Growth Index measures the performance of those 
Russell 1000 companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. Russell 1000 Value Index measures the performance of those Russell 
1000 companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. CDs are FDIC Insured and offer 
a fixed rate of return if held to maturity. Due to volatility within the markets mentioned, opinions are subject to change without notice. Information is based on sources 
believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. There is an inverse relationship between interest rate movements and bond 
prices. Generally, when interest rates rise, bond prices fall and when interest rates fall, bond prices generally rise. There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will 
enhance overall returns out outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. Sources: www.cnbc.com; www.usatoday.com; 
www.reuters.com; www.barrons.com; www.usinflationcalculator.com; www.forbes.com; www.blackrock.com; www.bankrate.com; www.goldmansachs.com; 
www.cib.barclays.com; www.cnn.com; www.bigcharts.com. Contents provided by the Academy of Preferred Financial Advisors, 2023©

 long, and how deep of a recession the U.S. and 
global economy could see in 2023 and beyond. 
Uncertainty remains and wise investors should have 
a sufficiently diversified portfolio that looks for 
balance in times of volatility. This is a key time to 
practice patience and to remain focused on your 
personal long-term goals.

As we close out what was undoubtedly a rough year for 
equity markets, investors are bracing for another 
potentially rocky year. As your financial professional, we 
are committed to keeping you apprised of any changes 
and activity that could directly affect you and your unique 
situation.

The Bond Market &
Treasury Yields

Simply put, bonds had a terrible year as the bond market had 
one of its worst years in history.  The total return of the 
Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Market Index (which dates back 
to 1976) of -13% in 2022 was far and away the worst loss ever 
for this total bond market index. For those with S&P U.S. 
Treasury Bonds, the return was -10.7% in 2022 (cnn.com, 
12/30/22).

Bond prices and bond yields are inversely related. When 
prices go down, yields go up. Now that rates have risen, 
Treasury yields in this environment can be a viable asset 
class for a diversified portfolio. As of December 30, 2022, 
5-year notes yielded 3.99%, 10-year notes yielded 3.88%, 

Investor’s Outlook
News of a recession remains front and center. Many analysts 
fear the Fed’s hawkish moves to fight inflation at the expense of 
economic growth is driving the U.S. into an inevitable recession. 
However, at the December FOMC meeting, the Fed projected an 
economic growth of 0.5% in 2023. Although very modest, it is still 
positive growth (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

“Two-in-three economists are forecasting a recession in 2023, 
yet corporate earnings estimates haven’t come down to reflect 
that,” noted Greg McBride, CFA at Bankrate. He continued, “If the 
economy continues to slow and quarterly earnings calls in 
January reveal a dour outlook for the year, corporate earnings 
estimates will be marked down and the market could have a 
renewed tumble” (bankrate.com 12/28/22).

Many experts also maintain that the current inverted yield curve 
(short-term rates are higher than some long-term rates) is 
indicative of a recession. However, if, when, and how severe a 
recession should occur in 2023 is all still speculation. 



can be difficult to value. You can find estimated values for your donated items through a value guide offered by 
Goodwill at https://goodwillnne.org/donate/donation-value-guide/

Send cash donations to your favorite charity by December 31, 2022. Be sure to hold on to your canceled check or 
credit card receipt as proof of your donation. If you contribute $250 or more, you also need a written 
acknowledgment from the charity. If you plan to make a significant gift to charity this year, consider gifting 
appreciated stocks or other investments that you have owned for more than one year. Doing so boosts the savings 
on your tax returns. Your charitable contribution deduction is the fair market value of the securities on the date of 
the gift, not the amount you paid for the asset and therefore you avoid having to pay taxes on the profit.

Do not donate investments that have lost value. It is best to sell the asset with the loss first and then donate the 
proceeds, allowing you to take both the charitable contribution deduction and the capital loss. Also remember, if you 
give appreciated property to charity, the unrealized gain must be long-term capital gains in order for the entire fair 
market value to be deductible. (The amount of the charitable deduction must be reduced by any unrealized 
ordinary income, depreciation recapture and/or short-term gain.)

The law allowing taxpayers age 70½ and older to make a Qualified Charitable Distribution (QCD) in the form of a 
direct transfer of up to $100,000 directly from their IRA over to a charity, including all or part of the required 
minimum distribution (RMD) was made permanent in 2015.  If you meet the qualifications to utilize this strategy, the 
funds must come out of your IRA by December 31, 2022. Please call us if this is a strategy you are interested 
in considering.

Additional Year-end Tax Strategies and Ideas
Make use of the annual gift tax exclusion. You may gift up to $16,000 tax-free to each done in 2022. These 
“annual exclusion gifts” do not reduce your $12.06 million lifetime gift tax exemption. This annual exclusion gift is 
doubled to $32,000 per done for gifts made by married couples of jointly held property or when one spouse 
consents to "gift-splitting" for gifts made by the other spouse.

Help someone with medical or education expenses. There are opportunities to give unlimited tax-free gifts 
when you pay the provider of the services directly. The medical expenses must meet the definition of deductible 
medical expenses. Qualified education expenses are tuition, books, fees, and related expenses, but not room and 
board. You can find the detailed qualifications in IRS Publications 950 and the instructions for IRS Form 709 at 
www.irs.gov. 

Make gifts to trusts. These gifts often qualify as annual exclusion gifts ($16,000 in 2022) if the gift is direct and 
immediate. A gift that meets all the requirements removes the property from your estate. The annual exclusion gift 
can be contributed for each beneficiary of a trust. We are happy to review the details with your estate planning 
attorney.

Estate,Gift, and Generation-Skipping Tax Changes
Exemption amounts for gift, estate, and generation-skipping taxes are another issue that proposals are trying to
change.  For 2022 the limits are at $12.06 million ($24.12 million for married couples) and the income tax basis step 
up/down to fair market value at death is in place. Any amount over that is subject to 40% Federal taxes. This high 
amount provides high net worth individuals a significant planning window to make gifts and set up irrevocable 
trusts.

As a reminder, as of now, in 2026, the estate tax exclusion is due to revert to pre-2018 levels (adjusted for inflation, 
which we project will be $6-7 million under current law).

In 2019, the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service issued final regulations under IR-2019-189 
confirming that individuals who take advantage of the increased gift tax exclusion or portability amounts in effect 
from 2018 to 2025 will not be adversely impacted when TCJA sunsets on January 1, 2026.  Claiming the portable 
exemption will remain an important discussion topic for decedents with large estates. For those who have large 
estates, please call us to discuss your situation.
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Upcoming Webinars

For more information or if you would like to join any of these webinars, 
please contact us at macaela@fanwmg.com or (714) 597-6510.
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It’s probably a fair assumption to say that most 
investors are happy 2022 is in the books. After 
enjoying the longest bull market in history, from 
after the financial crisis in 2009 to the beginning 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the bear finally 
officially rose from its slumber and dominated 
Wall Street.There’s no sugar-coating the fact 
that if you had money invested in the financial 
markets in 2022 it was an unpleasant year, 
perhaps even one of the worst you will 
experience as an investor. 2022’s equity market 
loss was the 7th worst loss since the 1920s and 
the bond market also had one of its worst years 
in history. It was the worst year since 2008 for all 
three major indexes. Fortunately, as a new year 
begins, all that matters is what happens from 
here, not what happened in the past. 

Although the yearly results were discouraging, 
the fourth quarter of 2022, despite its volatility 
and uncertainty, brought slight improvements in 
the U.S. equity markets. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) closed out at 
33,147.25, ending the year down 8.8%. 
Similarly, the S&P 500, closed at 3,839.50 to 
close out the year down 19.4% (cnbc.com 
12/29/22).

During 2022, inflation, rising interest rates, 
slowing economic growth, the weakening of 
fiscal and monetary stimulus - all packed a 
bearpaw-sized punch to investor’s portfolios. 
Recession fears also played a key role in the 
direction of the market. All these major factors 
allowed volatility to prevail and investors rode a 
steady downward trend throughout the year. 
2022 was a solid practice in emotional 
resiliance and trust in the long-term perspective 
of investing. 

On a positive front, the Fed’s efforts to slow 
down the rate of inflation finally began to show 
quantifiable results. The U.S. annual inflation 
rate experienced a slowing down and was 7.1% 
for the 12-months ending November 2022.  

As we look toward a new year, multiple factors 
remain key issues for the direction of equity 
markets, most particularly, the continuation of 
rising interest rates, and speculation of if, how

Inflation & Interest Rates
In 2022, Americans saw seven federal interest rate increases, 
ending the historically low interest  rates that were enjoyed since 
the “Great Recession” from 2007-2009. In their efforts to use 
interest rate increases to lower inflation, the Fed raised interest 
rates twice in the fourth quarter of 2022. In November, rates 
increased 0.75% for a target rate range of 3.75 – 4.00%. Then, as 
planned, the Fed again raised rates at the December meeting. 
However, because inflation started to show potential signs of 
slowing down in the months prior, the Fed raised it by only 50 basis 
points, for a target rate range of 4.25 – 4.50%. This marked a 
4.25% total rate increase in 2022, the fastest upward cycle of 
interest rates in history.

The labor market remains a key factor in how the Fed will adjust its 
attack on inflation and when and how fast it will change policy. Job 
growth remained strong in November, keeping the unemployment 
rate at 3.7%. At their December FOMC meeting, the Fed predicted 
a rise in the unemployment rate, looking at 4.6% by the end of 
2023. Later in the month of December the unemployment rate 
actually moved to 3.5% (Bureau of Labor statistics).

Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that in 2023 we may not see 
as sharp of increases as this year, when rates were quickly 
increased to jump start the Fed’s key weapon to fight inflation. It is 
likely that at the Fed’s first meeting on February 1, 2023, they will 
continue to raise rates, but potentially by a smaller percentage 
point than we have seen in the past several rate changes. 
Regardless of how the Feds adjust their tactics, it is expected that 
they will continue to be in a tightening approach toward inflation 
until they see a weakening in the labor market.

“It’s very premature in my view to think about or be talking about 
pausing our rate hikes,” said Powell at the November press 
conference following the Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At their December meeting, the FOMC shared 
their economic projections that pointed to a possible interest rate 
range of 4.75 – 5.75% in 2023. "It's not as important how fast we 
go," he stated, "Our focus right now is really on moving our policy 
stance to one that is restrictive enough to ensure a return of 
inflation to our 2% goal over time," Powell said (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

Results for U.S. inflation peaked in the fourth quarter and both 
headline and core Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings 
showed significant year-over-year declines to close out the year. 
The annual U.S. inflation rate for the 12-month period ending 
November 2022 was 7.1%, down 2% from June’s 12-month 
period high of 9.1%. This denoted progress in the Fed’s fight to 
slow the rate of inflation down (usinflationcalculator.com).

This was the data investors had long been waiting for and they 
expressed their approval by sparking quick, but short-lived 
equity market relief rallies. This initial descent from the inflation 
summit can be encouraging, but it takes more than one data 
point to make a trend. We will monitor inflation numbers as the 
2023 data becomes available.

The Fed is watching other key economic indicators in addition to 
unemployment rates, including personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE), and consumer price index (CPI). "The 
inflation data received so far in October and November show a 
welcome reduction in the pace of price increases, but it will take 

substantially more evidence to give confidence inflation is on a 
sustained downward path," Powell said at the December FOMC 
meeting (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

We will keep a vigilant eye on the federal interest rate 
movements and inflation. When rates will stagnate and for how 
long they will remain there is yet to be seen. Due to the 
continued rise of interest rates, we continue to suggest that, if 
you haven’t already done so, please take a look at these key 
areas of your financial situation:

• The cost of borrowing is up, therefore:
 proactively pay off all non-essential interest-bearing debt.
 maintain liquidity for short-term purchases.

• If you have a mortgage, review your rates with us.   
   Mortgages rates have hit a two-decade high, reaching 
   above 7%. While home prices are still robust, this sharp 
   rate increase is bringing down home prices.
• If you have bonds in your portfolio, understand their duration.
• Review all income-producing investments.

As your financial professional, we are committed to 
keeping a vigilant eye on all aspects of financial planning 
that may affect you, including interest rates and inflation. 
If you are concerned about how these may affect your 
portfolio, please contact us to discuss any strategies that 
may help combat the effect on your personal situation.

20-year notes yielded 4.14%, and 30-year notes reached 3.97%. 
The 1-year treasury rate reached 4.73% on December 30 after a 
fourth quarter high of 4.80% on November 7 (ycharts.com).

Investing in bonds can help diversify your portfolio. Bonds can be 
a good option for a conservative, balanced portfolio, as they are 
typically considered more stable than stocks. However, bond 
investing, particularly when considering individual bonds, can be 
tricky. The window of opportunity to get lower-risk, higher yielding 
bonds could be short-live if the Fed’s feel the need to cut rates to 
prevent a recession. As we have already shared, bond prices and 
interest rates move in the opposite direction. Should the Fed 
decide to do a reversal and cut rates, the opportunity for this 
strategy could expire.

Also, please remember, while diversification in your portfolio can 
help you reach your goals, it does not ensure a profit or guarantee 
against loss. If you’d like to explore how bonds could fit into your 
retirement income strategy, please contact us so we can help you 
make the best decision for your portfolio.

We will continue to monitor how the Fed’s movements and 
rising interest rates are affecting bond yields.

Some economists believe the U.S. will narrowly avoid a 
recession as core PCE inflation slows from 5% now to 3% and 
we will continue to see a reasonable unemployment rate in late 
2023 (goldmansachs.com 11/16/22).

Even with the possibility of a recession on the horizon, the 
Feds still stand by their goal of a 2% inflation target. Chair 
Jerome Powell stated, “the largest amount of pain, the worst 
pain, would come from a failure to raise rates high enough and 
from us allowing inflation to become entrenched" (reuters.com, 
12/14/22).

As the Feds keep tightening monetary policy, consumers may 
need to continue to tighten their budgets. From food, fuel, 
energy, and everything in between, Americans are paying 
more for just about everything. Refocusing and revamping 
your budget now could provide direction and clarity on where 
your money is going, what is a necessary expense, and what 
is discretionary in this new year. 

The bear market is expected to continue at least into the 
first part of 2023. Bear markets are a very normal and 
reoccurring part of the investment experience.  How long 
this bear market will last is yet to be seen. While no one 
can predict its end, history shows that the average bear 
market since the modern S&P 500’s inception in the 
1920s lasted an average of 19 months (cnb.com; 
6/13/21).

While we can all try to foresee the future, no one can 
predict the length or severity of any recession. Our goal 
as your financial professional is to not try to predict 
the future but provide you with a solid financial plan 
that is designed to best weather any market 
environment. However, while past performance is not a 
guarantee of current or future results, history shows us 
that returns from equities after a recession have been 
fruitful. 

Some key areas we are watching for 2023 include:
• Inflation rates
• Continued rising interest rates
• Economic growth rate
• Tightening of monetary policy

Although these areas are at the forefront, we must also look 
at other ongoing global concerns, including:
• The Russian-Ukraine war is still very active, with no         
   end in sight. 
• China’s “re-opening” after their strict “zero- COVID” policy 
   was lifted is off to a slow start.
• Slow global growth. Some analysts suggest that global 
   growth will only be at 1.7% in 2023, down from the 
   approximately 6% growth rate in 2021 and 3.2% growth
   rate in 2022 (Barclays Q1 2023 Global Outlook).

The Fed’s goal is to achieve a “soft landing” but balancing 
the fine line of avoiding a recession yet slowing growth 
enough to put the brakes in inflation is a daunting battle it 
will continue to wage into 2023. What does this mean for 
investors? Continued uncertainty and volatility.

We stand by the mantra of “proceed with caution”. Patience 
will indeed be a virtue as the current financial markets we 
are experiencing will continue to be challenging. Two words 
should resonate with wise investors during these times: 
long term. Investing in equities should be viewed as a 
long-term commitment. Historically, investors who chose 
to ride out bear markets were rewarded for their patience 
with healthy returns. 

Our goal as the steward of your wealth is to help you 
through challenging times like these. We always attempt to 
help you create a well-crafted plan customized for your 
unique situation and goals that takes into consideration how 
you will react to the markets ups and downs, including your 
time horizon, tax implications, liquidity needs, risk tolerance, 
and your overall personal objectives. We always 
recommend discussing with us any changes, concerns, or 
ideas that you may have prior to making any financial 
decisions so we can help you determine your best strategy. 
There are often other factors to consider, including tax 
ramifications, increased risk, and time horizon changes 
when altering anything in your financial plan. 

Please remember that as a valued client, we are 
accessible to you! 

These are challenging times for investors. Heading 
into this new year, we are grateful for your 
confidence and trust. We will continue to offer first 
class service to our clients, maintain a proactive 
approach to your financial goal, and stay apprised of 
any situations that may affect you. As always, please 
feel free to contact us with any concerns or 
questions you may have. 

We pride ourselves in offering:

• Individualized advice tailored to your specific needs
  and goals.
•  Consistent and meaningful communication throughout 
    the year.
•  A schedule of regular client meetings.
•  Continuing education for all our team members on issues  
   that may affect you.
•  Proactive planning to navigate the changing environment.

Remember, a skilled financial professional can help 
make your financial journey easier. Our goal is to 
understand your needs and create an optimal plan to 
address them. 

 long, and how deep of a recession the U.S. and 
global economy could see in 2023 and beyond. 
Uncertainty remains and wise investors should have 
a sufficiently diversified portfolio that looks for 
balance in times of volatility. This is a key time to 
practice patience and to remain focused on your 
personal long-term goals.

As we close out what was undoubtedly a rough year for 
equity markets, investors are bracing for another 
potentially rocky year. As your financial professional, we 
are committed to keeping you apprised of any changes 
and activity that could directly affect you and your unique 
situation.

Investments Webinar
Thu, Feb 16 at 6pm

This webinar will be presented by Rohan Nakrani, MBA, our in-house Portfolio 
Manager, who manages and designs our investment solutions at FAN. Rohan will 
cover a more in-depth look at investments, including: investor psychology, 
business cycles, investment types, and asset allocation.

During this presentation, investments will be discussed, such as stock and bonds, 
which have various risks including loss of principal and may not be suitable for 
every investor.

Property Inheritance Webinar
Thu, Feb 23 at 6pm

Our strategic alliance, Nicole Newman of Newman Law Group, will provide 
important details on how to choose the right successor trustee. This 
webinar provides a great opportunity for you to plan for your loved ones. 
Nicole’s specialty is guiding families on how to choose the right successor 
trustee, even in the most difficult circumstances. Family members and 
heirs welcome.

Nicole Y. Newman, Newman Law Group, and Financial Advisors Network, 
Inc. are separate entities. There is no obligation to use their services. The 
information to be discussed is not intended to be a substitute for specific 
legal advice. We suggest that you discuss your specific situation with a 
qualified legal advisor

Social Security & Medicare Webinar
Thu, Mar 2 at 6pm

Curious about the effects of Social Security on your financial situation? You and 
your friends are invited to this informative educational webinar. Learn about how 
Social Security may affect your individual position. 

Join us to learn answers to some of the following topics: at what age you should 
start collecting Social Security, how much Social Security are you eligible for, how 
Medicare works, how Social security is taxed, and more.

The Bond Market &
Treasury Yields

Simply put, bonds had a terrible year as the bond market had 
one of its worst years in history.  The total return of the 
Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Market Index (which dates back 
to 1976) of -13% in 2022 was far and away the worst loss ever 
for this total bond market index. For those with S&P U.S. 
Treasury Bonds, the return was -10.7% in 2022 (cnn.com, 
12/30/22).

Bond prices and bond yields are inversely related. When 
prices go down, yields go up. Now that rates have risen, 
Treasury yields in this environment can be a viable asset 
class for a diversified portfolio. As of December 30, 2022, 
5-year notes yielded 3.99%, 10-year notes yielded 3.88%, 

Investor’s Outlook
News of a recession remains front and center. Many analysts 
fear the Fed’s hawkish moves to fight inflation at the expense of 
economic growth is driving the U.S. into an inevitable recession. 
However, at the December FOMC meeting, the Fed projected an 
economic growth of 0.5% in 2023. Although very modest, it is still 
positive growth (reuters.com, 12/14/22).

“Two-in-three economists are forecasting a recession in 2023, 
yet corporate earnings estimates haven’t come down to reflect 
that,” noted Greg McBride, CFA at Bankrate. He continued, “If the 
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Tax Law Proposals
On March 28, 2022, the Biden Administration released the Fiscal Year 2023 Budget, and 
the“General Explanations of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 2023 Revenue Proposals,” which is 
commonly referred to as the “Green Book.”  The Green Book summarizes the Administration’s tax 
proposals contained in the Budget. The Green Book is not a proposed legislation and each of the 
proposals will have to be introduced and passed by Congress.

Some of the Green Book’s Significant Proposed Changes to Current Law:
Business taxation
• Increase the corporate income tax rate from 21% to 28%

Individual taxation
• Impose a 20% minimum tax on individuals who have more than $100 million in assets  -   A taxpayer subject to 
 the minimum tax would make two calculations:  Their “normal” tax liability under our current realization system, 
 and the “minimum” tax under the proposal. Tax would be paid on the greater of the two.
• Treat death as a realization event  

Taxation of investments in real property
• Restrict deferral of gain for like-kind exchanges under section 1031
• Treat 100% of depreciation recapture on the sale of section 1250 property as ordinary income

Cryptocurrency taxation
• Apply securities loan rules to digital assets
• Apply the mark-to-market rules to digital asset dealers and traders
• Require information reporting for digital asset transactions

Passing legislation takes time and even if any legislation is passed, it’s very likely that all proposed changes will take effect for 
2022, Retroactive tax increases are very rare and unusual. However, it’s wise to be informed of potential changes. Also as 
mentioned earlier in this report, many tax laws are set to sunset on December 31, 2025, and change for 2026, even if no 
legislation is passed.

Our goal is to keep clients updated when tax laws change so that they can proactively plan. If you would like to 
discuss any of these potential tax law changes with us, please contact us and we’d be happy to assess your unique 
financial situation.

Conclusion
One of our primary goals is to keep clients aware of tax law changes and updates. This report is not a substitute for using a tax 
professional. Please note that many states do not follow the same rules and computations as the federal income tax rules. 
Make sure you check with your tax preparer to see what tax rates and rules apply for your particular state.

There are many other additional tax 
reduction strategies that will vary 
depending on your financial picture. We 
encourage you to come in so that we can 
review your particular situation and 
hopefully take advantage of those tax 
rules that apply to you. We will try to 
monitor impactful changes and as always, 
we appreciate the opportunity to assist you 
in addressing your financial matters and 
look forward to seeing you soon!

Financial Advisors Network, Inc. is a registered investment advisory firm. The views stated in this letter are not necessarily the opinion of Financial Advisors Network, Inc. and should not be 
construed, directly or indirectly, as an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned herein.  Information is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness 
cannot be guaranteed.  Please note that statements made in this newsletter may be subject to change depending on any revisions to the tax code or any additional changes in government 
policy. Please note that individual situations can vary. Unless certain criteria are met, Roth IRA owners must be 59½ or older and have held the IRA for five years before tax-free withdrawals 
are permitted. Additionally, each converted amount is subject to its own five-year holding period. Investors should consult a tax advisor before deciding to do a conversion. 
Rules and laws governing 529 plans are varied and subject to change.  As with other investments, there are generally fees and expenses associated with participation in a 529 plan. There 
is also a risk that these plans may lose money or not perform well enough to cover college costs as anticipated. Most states offer their own 529 programs, which may provide advantages 
and benefits exclusively for their residents.  Investors should consider, before investing, whether the investor's or the designated beneficiary's home state offers any tax or other benefits that 
are only available for investment in such state's 529 college savings plan.  Such benefits include financial aid, scholarship funds, and protection from creditors.  The tax implications can vary 
significantly from state to state. Tax laws and provisions may change at any time. Death of the contributor prior to the end of the five-year period may result in a portion of the contribution to 
be included in the contributor’s estate.  Please consult a qualified tax professional to discuss tax matters. Source: irs.gov. Contents provided by the Academy of Preferred Financial Advisors, 
Inc. Reviewed by Keebler & Associates. © Academy of Preferred Financial Advisors, Inc. 2022
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Winter 2022

Celebrating Amy's Birthday at Disney

Client Wedding in Temecula

Palm Springs for Thanksgiving

Rams Game!

Rod with Sal Sanfilippo's 
New Book 

“Through The Dog's Eyes”

Parents Weekend in 
Boulder, CO
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Contact Us

Come in for your Complimentary
Financial Consultation.

(714) 597-6510 or info@fanwmg.com
We would be happy to schedule
a complimentary appointment.

Follow us for
more updates:

Don’t Forget!

We would like to offer you a complimentary
consultation with one of our

professionals
at no cost or obligation to you.


